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This led to the Depression in America which crippled the country. Essay Topic: Literature , Fiction Sorry, but
copying text is forbidden on this website! At that point, George lost something even more vital than just
Lennie; he lost his unique purpose in life as well. By examining the relationship between the protagonist
geroge and lennie , and the relationship between curly and his wife, this response will attempt to argue that
indeed the only power others have over us , is the power we give them. Shares became worthless and many
people had all of their money in them. Democracies such as Germany and Italy fell to dictatorships, but the
United States and its constitution survived. While discussing each of these various fantasies I will consider
how important they are compared to the moral of the story. I tell ya. Unlike everybody else, Crooks was
forced to sleep alone in his own room, whereas all of the other men slept in the bunkhouse. He was the writer
of twenty-seven books, sixteen novels, six non-fiction books and five collections of short stories, he also won
the Nobel Prize for Literature in  Steinbeck presents differing power through three main methods. She does
not like talking to Curley, and with no one else on the ranch to talk to, she has sunken into an abyss of
loneliness. After a long time they get mean. As the last of the fifty-six men signed their name onto a
Declaration, the United States of America was declared Independent. Each character and their relationships
with other characters determines who is fit and who isn 't in that specific relationship The novel organizes
living things in specific relationship with each other, and in doing so it has included the rule of survival of the
fittest, which usually is accepted about how life operates in the wild. George realises that in order to take
Lennie out of this vulnerable position, he needs to make a decision; it is shocking and terrible. Loneliness
drew George and Crooks even deeper into their abyss, leading them down a path to emotional destruction. In
the start of the novel we learn that the men here run away from their previous job, but the worst is yet to come
, their dreams are about to be shattered. A profound part of what contributes to the feeling of loneliness is a
lack of emotional empathy from others. He used this to his advantage and emotionally tortured Lennie by
telling him that George may have gotten hurt and might not come back.


